Live visual production.
Synchronization of the sound and visual sense.
Artistic audiovisual communication service in live and exhibition.
Objectives
- To contribute to the culture, cultivation of the human spirit and its intellectuality.
- Increase sensory perception.
- Create jobs for artists.
- Expression of the human being.
- Revaluing the feel.
- Revaluing the power of the imagination. (Einstein: "the true sign of intelligen
ce is not in knowledge but imagination.")
- Promote by means of technology, the exhibition of art and art itself.
- Use technology, counteracting the use of drugs/narcotics; Being the means
to bring the human being closer to feel.
- Inclusion and social reintegration, an artist is a human being, is a Perspective
of feeling communication.
- Dialogue and intercultural interchange, a connection of the world.
- Revaluing and enriching art (the WORK), promoting art. Union Arts.
- Revaluing the elements of art (brushstroke, line, point, texture, shape, value,
space, etc. visually speaking and soundly, music, sound, timbre, tone, voice,
duration, intensity, Accent, tonality, etc.), as well as its power, functionality, and
interaction.
- Co-creation. Promote improvisation and creativity.
- Translate words, music, in visual code, for its greater scope of general
knowledge conscience in humans. Make multilingual, the message.
- Synchronicity. Value of "The present", union of time and space.
- Education. The music, art, teaches.
ART is the sensitive vision of the human being about the real or imaginary world.
Artists express their perceptions, emotions and sensations through various linguistic,
plastic and sound resources.
Each artistic intervention in the communicative artistic composition, generates a sense
for the viewer; Lyrics, set design, filming, photography, sculpture, animation, design,
painting, illustration, theater, dance, architecture, music ... the greater the artistic
interventions, the greater your work in feelings :)
HARMONY comes from the Latin armonĭa, means "combination" or "adjustment". The
term can be used to name the combination of sounds, forms, simultaneous meanings
that, although different, are chords. Harmony is the ability to unify things in a pleasurable order.
Definitions by: http://definicion.de/
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